Industrial Inkjet Printer

time to
move to

next level

www.stampainkjet.com

High Speed and High Capacity
Stampa Carta is designed to print with various print speeds.

The machine can print between speeds 150
sqm/hour to 310 sqm/hour.
The return on investment is very effective compared
competitors.

High Quality
The resolution is 600 x 600. With advantage of gray
scale printing gives us much better sharpness and color
graduations.
600 x 600 dpi
600 x 900 dpi
600 x 1200 dpi Grayscale Printing is possible
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Carta 190
GATE TO WIN

Stepping To Next Level Digital Production
The industry also asks for bigger size production mainly for home Textile applications. Stampa
Carta provides the size needed up to 3,3 meter with the model Carta 330. Stampa Carta matches
these industrial needs. Stampa Carta is designed and build to provide better results; continuous
production with the specifications that the professionals ask for.

Consistency
For industrial high speed printing the
design of the printer is very important.
Run-ability of Stampa Carta in high speed
and high quality mode is much more
effective than competitors.

Low Cost Production
per piece and
per meter
The Industrial heads and electronics
provides production with smaller
dot size which provides better
resolution, higher quality and lower
costs up to 30-40 %.

Designed For 7/24 Production
& Mass Production
Stampa Carta is produced for providing continuous
production for 7/24. The machine is quite robust which
ensures 3 shift production without any problem.
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Carta 330
GATE TO WIN

Stepping To Next Level Digital Production
The digital textile industry has changed in a short period demanding more production, more
speed, more durability and higher quality; simply better industrial designed printers. Stampa
Carta matches these industrial needs. Stampa Carta is designed and build to provide better
results; continuous production with the specifications that the professionals ask for.

Professional Paper Feeding
& Easy Sampling
Stampa Carta is designed in a way that users
can easily make samples and continue their
production with the lowest loss of time.
With high speed printers the most important
part is handling the paper most accurate way.
Stampa Carta has the most professional paper
mechanical feeding system with electronic
control.

Advantages of Stampa KD- 4

With 4 or 8 color options you can
90- 140 sqm speeds with water based
inks allowing continous production.

perfect
fabric feeding

600x1800 dpi
resolation

SPECIFICATIONS
Print Head

On-demand piezo

Maksimum Print Width

1,900 mm

Resolution

600, 900, 1200 dpi

Ink

Open System

Media

1,910 mm Up to 1 mm and weight up
to : 180 kg Roll Diameter : 40 cm

Interface

USB 2.0

Power Requirment

5,0 W + 12,2 kW kurutucu

Power Consumption

300 W or less

Sizes

4,200 x 1,500 x 1,500 mm
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KD4

Direct Printing Machine For Fabric

Stampa KD-4
You can print on all kinds of natural
and blended textiles
Digital Printer For Direct Printing
90 sqm / hr – High Quality Mode
140 sqm / hr- Draft Mode
600 x 1800 dpi resolution
Perfect Fabric Feeding

Stampa Coat
Precoating and
Post-Treatment machine
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